
ATTACHMENTS

TILT BUCKETS
Meet our TUFF® tilt bucket - the toughest

 tilt bucket you will ever own!

Designed by our experts and tested in the harshest 

environment, our tilt buckets are the ultimate 

attachment for shaping and finishing work. The shape 

of the bucket makes it a great attachment for drain 

cleaning. The large hydraulic cylinders will allow you 

to tilt the bucket to 45 degrees each way. When you 

remove it from the machine, it will sit on the floor of 

the bucket without falling over on its back. This makes 

it easier to connect with your hitch, and preventing it 

from filling up with water when not in use. 

FOR MACHINES 
1 - 30 TONNE

Ripper picks are an essential attachment for excavators. This single shank ripper is 

uniquely shaped to give maximum point loading. Constructed from high quality steel, this 

ripper can tackle any mission such as tearing up hard ground, ripping through tree roots, 

and quarry applications. The larger rippers from 6 tonne up have a replaceable tooth, 

while the smaller rippers have a simple welded Bizalloy insert. With a solid and simple 

design and a very affordable price tag, this ripper will last you a lifetime.  

RIPPER PICK
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FOR MACHINES 
1 - 30 TONNE 
The TUFF® bucket range has been designed 

and developed with the end user in mind. This 

exclusive selection is manufactured to a high 

specification using superior grade wear-resistant 

steel to maximise wear life, even when working 

in the most adverse conditions. 

CUSTOM BUILD-UPS 
AVAILABLE 
HEAVY BUCKETS

GRAVE DIGGING BUCKETS

RIDDLE BUCKETS

TELE-HANDLER BUCKETS

BUCKETS TO SUIT DEDICATED 
QUICK-HITCHES

EXTRA HEAVY-DUTY UTILITY 
BUCKETS

BUCKETS WITHOUT TEETH 
AND FITTED WITH REVERSIBLE 
BOLT-ON UNDERBLADES 

HEAVY 
DUTY

 HEAVY DUTY HANGER BUCKETS

 BOLT ON REPLACEABLE TEETH

 WEAR STRIPS

 HARDENED STEEL CUTTING EDGES

 HEAVY DUTY STEEL SIDES

MAKE IT TOUGHER

HARDENED STEEL 
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